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Aricks Australia
Is an engineering company with a strong farming background dedicated to designing,
producing and supplying equipment to improve the no-till seeding performance of John
Deere disc seeders. We produce a range of devices which offer you better seed placement,
higher emergence rates, lower maintenance and a trouble-free sowing experience. We
perform on-site maintenance in NSW, VIC, QLD and SA, servicing over 40 disc seeders
per year. Our team have an excellent knowledge of all things disc seeder related and are
only too happy to share this knowledge to ensure a trouble free sowing experience.

Fundamentals of Seed Placement

Germination requirements

Vigorous crops depend on you. In addition to
controlling depth and spacing, your seeding
equipment determines the uniformity of
seed-to-soil contact and the condition of the
soil placed over the seed. These influence
the rate of air and water exchange during
germination and early growth, as well as the
resistance the seedling encounters during
emergence and while developing roots.

Seed requires several external factors to
germinate, these include water, oxygen, correct
temperatures and sometimes varying degrees
of light. Seed contact with residue does not
normally provide these required factors and the
seed will more than likely fail to germinate. Soil
provides moisture, oxygen and varying degrees
of temperature and it is this reason that seed
to soil contact is imperative to germination.

Matt Hagny (dec) Exapta Solutions Inc.
“Emergence, early growth, yield, and profit all hinge on proper seed placement – seeds
are pressed (embedded) into the moist furrow bottom at a consistent depth, and the
furrow sidewalls are shattered to cover seeds uniformly with loose factured soil. With the
seed securely firmed into the surrounding soil, it draws moisture easily for germination
and establishment. Mulch cover prevents drying out of the seed zone prematurely.”
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The Problem with
Disc Seeders
Hairpinning has long been a problem that is
synonymous with disc seeders. While discs may
very well cut the residue when new and sharp,
this does not last long. In most circumstances it
may seem that the disc has cut the stubble, but in
reality, it has only pushed the stubble deeper into
the furrow. Pictured top right, known as plugging.
This inhibits seed to soil contact and increases
the risks of the seed springing back with the straw
or seed rot. Seed will not germinate if the correct
conditions are not met. Residue managers can
be a valuable addition in these circumstances.

Row Cleaners/Residue Managers

Non-Germinating

The aricks wheel residue manager has been designed to combat this gross waste of grain by way
of producing higher germination rates that in turn reduces seed wastage. The seed to soil contact is
dramatically increased by sweeping aside residue whilst still using its ability to help retain moisture.
Residue management begins at harvest with stubble being cut to a maximum
height of 400mm*, and being spread through a chopper or spinner on the header**
* This figure is based on our own trials.
** Header trails will inhibit the ability to manage heavy residue

EXTENSIVE FAMILY FARM IN THE MALLEE / WIMMERA REGION
Operating 2 x 60ft John Deere 1890 disc seeders (5 years),
sowing small seeds (canola) & fitted with aricks residue managers.
“After using the Aricks wheels we would not operate the seeders
without them. They are also advantageous for chemical incorporation”.
“We also use the Aricks non-greasing bush kits in our closing and
press wheel pivots and have just replaced them after 50,000 acres
per seeder. It was debatable whether they even needed changing
at this time. These bushes work flawlessly and save enormous
amounts of time in not having to constantly grease these 2 machines”.

Aricks Australia
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Fertiliser

Seed

Seed

Pictured above is a typical sight of hairpinning where the seed and fertiliser have been pushed
into the residue instead of the soil. The chances of germination here are reduced greatly.
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Aricks Residue Manager
Advantages of Use
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greatly reduce the risk of “hair pinning”:
Eliminate steps such as burning off and working up.
More consistent and even seed placement.
Minimal soil disturbance resulting in less new weed
growth, less chemical application.
Easy to install to John Deere 90 & Pro series openers.
Very beneficial in the correct placement of small
seed, i.e; Canola, Lucerne, Clover and Fertilizers.
Dramatic increase in percentage of germination,
therefore increasing soil carbon levels.
Greatly improve seed to soil contact; and
Assist greatly with moving damp straw from rain
or heavy dews, allowing less down time from wet
conditions

No Aricks Wheels
used

Aricks Wheels
used

TIM PARTON, UK FARMER
I have fitted Aricks row cleaners to my 750A, here in the UK, with help from
Aricks I have managed to fabricate a lifting bar for the cleaners, which help them
to lift high enough for good ground clearance when turning, the cleaners have
done a superb job, with not moving too much soil while working, which stops
any unwanted germination of grass weeds, they have plenty of adjustment for
depth control so easily set up to the right depth, they are a strong device so I
have no problem with stones, so in trashy conditions I would recommend them.

Aricks Australia
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Aricks Non-Greasing Bush Kits
Keeping the press and closing arm pivots working properly
can be a real hassle on the JD 50/60/90 drills. Even after
Deere upgraded them circa ’09 to include seals, they still
have a habit of packing full of dirt and not taking grease.
But with the Aricks Australia bush kits, these pivots will run
smoothly, and you’ll never have to grease them again*! The
Aricks seals for the press & closing pivots have a Teflon
coating on the seal contact lip and are designed to run dry,
unlike a competitor product from USA — and the Aricks
kits have an 8-yr track record to prove their durability and
trouble-free nature. The bushings themselves are fibrewound Teflon impregnated, and the steel sleeve has a
hardened chrome finish, for smooth action, and proven to
last as long as OEM (significantly longer in some conditions).
*Grease is required during the installation process; this is an
initial step only for assembly

AricksNG62
AricksNG69
AricksNG86

“The bush material we use is a High Strength fibre encapsulated with Teflon.
Our Bushes provide a significantly higher load capacity and a higher shock
resistance than any Nylon bush. Our bushes do not absorb water the way that
Nylon does, (which leads to swelling and component seizure with nylon Bushes).
The Teflon PTFE is also self-lubricating and provides much lower “coefficients of
friction” than the Nylon. While our Bushes also provides excellent contamination and
wear resistance, Nylon is generally quite soft and not so durable in this application.”

No Greasing*
required with the
Aricks Bushing
system (*grease
is used only when
installed)
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Hard packed Grease, a
common fault of the original
bushing system
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Ed Whitechurch, Temora NSW
After 8 years and 20,000 acres (30” JD 1890):
Bought a new 1890 JD disc seeder, after hearing about our bushes he decided he wanted
them installed on his new machine before he picked it up. Those non greaseable bushes on
his press and closing wheels served him for 8 years and covered 8000 hectares of sowing.
Ed says’ “They were good the whole way through, I never had any problems with them at all.
I would recommend them to anyone” Ed not only sowed his own crops but also contracted
which saw him cover all types of soils from Granite, black soil, rocky ground and red soils. He
said, “I normally sow around 10.5k/hr, you just have to be sensible and drive to the conditions”.

Aricks Main Opener Pin Kit
The main pin & bushings at the front of the opener on the JD 50/60/90 drills (where the arm
attaches to the rockshaft) is another wear item, and it’s critical to maintain furrow width. If these
get sloppy, the disc angle decreases and the furrow gets narrower. The boot and firming wheel no
longer fit, and seed placement is awful. The first time around, simply rotate the pin by 180-degrees
(loosen the bolt locking it in position; put a pipe wrench on the end of the pin). If this has already
been done, and they’ve gotten sloppy again, the next step is to replace pins & bushings.
Aricks’ main pin & bush kits have been in the field for 6 years and proven to last as long as
OEM. However, the Aricks main pin & bush kits are a fraction of the cost of OEM. Aricks
front pin bushings are steel with a Teflon inner layer, and the pin has a hard chrome finish.

Aricks Australia
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Gauge Wheel Axle
(PAT PENDING AUS,USA,CAN)

I’m sure you have all had seized gauge wheel arms
and been unable to adjust your depth at some
point. Over the last four years, we have been trying
to come up with a solution. Eliminating the grease
is a crucial factor behind our new prototype. The
system we have developed will be the turning
point in eliminating these jammed axles. Our new
gauge wheel depth adjustment axle will replace
the following parts – A, B, D, J & T (see exploded
view below). These parts alone cost in excess
of $240 AUD including GST. Normally part N
is also replaced but with our new system your
damaged/worn depth adjustment arm can be reused, saving another $202 AUD including GST.
(price comparisons correct at time of printing)

AA050DA
AA051DA

Why Choose Our Parts? Good Question
Genuine parts are very expensive, our range of products are as good if not better
than the original when it comes to composition, durability, operation and price. Our
new Depth Adjustment Axle AA050DA (prototype), Depth Adjustment Arm (AA108R &
AA109L ) and ‘T’ Handles (AA710) are no exception coming in at half the cost of OEM!

AA109L

AA108R

Depth Adjustment Arms

“How much grease do you use when greasing the gauge wheel axles?”
We get asked this question a lot, we grease until it is visibly coming out of the other
end of the axles! YES, it needs this much.
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Seed Boots
Now available are our own cast composite seed boots for John Deere 90 series openers. Aricks seed
boots are genuine extended wear and manufactured to last using high strength quality materials.
Used in conjunction with our specially designed shouldered bolts, Aricks Seeds Boots can virtually
eliminate the vertical play often synonymous with these opener attachments. Ensuring correct seed
placement plays an integral part in achieving a high germination rate.
Our aim is to eliminate unwanted movement and preserve the integrity of the structural components
of the drill, whilst maintaining accurate seed placement.
(Pro – series boot out 2021)

Hard or soft?
The difference in price tells its own tale when
it comes to distinguishing between the two
types of boots available for the John Deere
seeders. The soft boot currently retails for
around $106.80 inc gst and the hard boot
comes in at a whopping $267.67 inc gst. That’s
a big difference and while both serve a purpose
on the market with respect to their uses, why
should you have to pay that much for a hard
boot? Our seed boots are specifically designed
with wear in mind, and only retail for $176
inc gst. (Price comparisons correct at time of printing)

Seedboot Bolts

Seedboots

Our purpose-built shouldered bolt locks our
boots into place and eliminates vertical movement
therefore eradicating mounting hole wear.

“Aricks Seed Boots remove that vertical
play that we see with original boots,
keeping the structural integrity of the
opener intact. I’ve had mine on for four
years and can tell you they are just as wear
resistant as the Extended wear JD boots.
I also have the Exapta Ninja Strips and
can see I will get a much greater life
from these compared to the originals”

Glen Trewick - Elmore VIC

Already have elongated mounting holes? No
problem, our bolts will still mount our boots
firmly onto your machine.

So, are your boots hard or soft?
Hard Boot – part number ends in 24 or 25 and the seed strip hole is not tapped/threaded
Soft Boot – part number ends in 44 or 45 and the seed strip attachment hole is tapped/threaded

Aricks Australia
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Disc Wear
We get asked a lot about disc wear and when should
discs be replaced?
Hmmm……………... it depends on a number of factors including,
ground conditions, sowing speed and how deep your pockets
are haha. Before 16” is an absolute must, if you don’t want to
end up replacing your boots too. How many acres are you going
to sow? Are you prepared to change in the middle of sowing?
17” is typically a good time to replace your discs otherwise you
risk poor seed placement and unnecessary wear on your boots.
Getting one more season out of your disc’s may seem like
a good idea at the time, but the resulting cost of having to
replace all of your boots due to excessive wear may not go
down well after the fact. Ultimately the decision is of course
yours, but if you use hard boots, you may just decide to replace
your disc’s sooner than later to save money in the long run.
50 x JD discs = $3,806 inc
50 x Aricks discs = $3,300 inc
50 x JD hard boots = $13,338 inc 50 x Aricks hard boots = $8,800 inc

DISCS

There are a lot of Disc’s
available today, but which
one should you choose?
Quality should always win out
over price. Choosing cheap
discs usually ends like this

Prices correct at time of printing

Disc Orientation
Disc orientation is not always
clear in one’s mind so here’s
a tip from us “Bevel to Boot”.
We do find the odd machine
with the discs on backwards
which is an easy mistake to
make, so don’t be too hard
on yourself. For reference the
picture, right, has the correct
orientation of bevel to boot.

CHOOSE WISELY

Matt Hagny (dec) from Exapta Solutions USA says:

“When the blade gets so worn that the original bevel isn’t visible, it almost begins
to look like the bevel is on the opposite side. People copy that. Regardless of brand
or whether it’s fertilizer or seed openers: single-disc and offset-disc openers must
always, ALWAYS have the bevel towards the furrow. If you want them to cut, that is”
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Aricks Heavy Duty Cover Plate & T Handle
Unlike the original system we steered away from the traditional diagonal slotting
and manufactured a simpler heavier system. Coupled with our robust new “T”
Handle, this system will withstand the rough conditions better than the OEM.

Our solid tab T handles locate perfectly
into the slot on our heavy-duty cover
plates as seen adjacent, picture 1.
The OEM T handle and cover plate (picture
2) on this same machine has vibrated so
much that is had dished the locating holes
and worn the tabs down on the T handle.

PICTURE 1

PICTURE 2

Worn OEM T handle pins
and Coverplate from
the same machine as
the above components

Now finished in zinc
plating to improve
chemical erosion

AA120HD

Aricks Australia

AA710F
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Closing Wheel Nut and Washer
Closing wheel nuts and washers often get
overlooked, this creates a few issues with wobbly
closing wheels which often miss the mark and
leave furrows open and the spring may dislocate
from its operating position and become ineffective.
Below: left worn nut & washer, right new
AA024

AA1452

Our own closing wheel nuts and
washers, are a fraction of the
cost of OEM
Below: left worn nut & washer, right new

Speed
Speed is a factor that has a great
impact on
• Placement of seed
• Wear and tear on your machine
JD owners manuals operating
speed recommendations below:
Operate at a ground speed of
5km/h to 11 km/h (3 mph to 7 mph)
Anything above this may be
counterproductive and whilst you
may finish sowing quicker, your yield
and machine may suffer immensely.

We stock a wide variety of new and aftermarket
parts including new closing wheel nuts and washers

Through our many visits to farming
properties, we have come to believe
that a speed between 8-10kph is
optimal, depending obviously on
the conditions.

Notice the gap with the worn washer
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Stub Axles

Checking Transport Wheels

These points of the machine are often
overlooked, in favour of concentrating solely
on the openers. While it is important to make
sure your openers are running correctly, the
machine isn’t much use without functioning
caster & rear transport wheels. So, add this
to your maintenance regime and keep your
machine operating like it should…...downtime
is not a luxury many can afford at the height of
the sowing season.

Raise/jack your wheel off the ground, check
for side to side movement of the wheel. This
would indicate the bearing requires adjusting
or replacing. Ensure there is no noise/vibration/
rumble when you free rotate the wheel. If
necessary, adjust bearing to remove any side
movement and grease the hub whilst turning the
wheel. Grease should be visibly seeping from
the back of the hub, past the seal. This means
the bearing hub is 100% packed with grease
and the seal is lubricated. Wipe away excess
grease.

Stub axles available in both single and double
ended

We can supply your
Transport Wheel Hubs
Pictured: H/Duty Hub
R49841

Pictured (above) are the worn
main frame rear transport
wheel axles from an 1890disc seeder

STUBAXD

Aricks Australia

Transport wheel bearing kits
available in light and heavy duty

WBKITH/D
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Aricks 20-Point Closing Wheel
Are your smooth faced closing wheels struggling to close seed slots? Toothed closing wheels
have been around for a while, and with good reason. The increased soil disturbance gently aids in
significantly better coverage than smooth faced closing wheels especially under moist conditions.
This in turn creates ideal conditions for your seed to germinate and reduces the bounce factor
synonymous with smooth faced closing wheels. Over the last four years we have been developing
the trialling our own 20-point closing wheel. Having tested it under trying conditions, to ensure
effectiveness and durability, we are pleased to release it on to the Australian market

AA20CWC

** Fits JD 60, 90 and Pro-Series openers only **

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased seed slot coverage
Improved closure in moist conditions
Improved germination
Increased downward pressure
Reduce component fatigue - less bounce
Structurally tough for our Aussie conditions
Made from hardened bisalloy steel
Utilises existing fixing components
Bolts straight on to any JD 60, 90 and
Pro-series opener

Fundamentals of Seed Placement
Vigorous crops depend on you. In addition to controlling depth and spacing, your seeding equipment
determines the uniformity of seed-to-soil contact and the condition of the soil placed over the seed.
These influence the rate of air and water exchange during germination and early growth, as well as
the resistance the seedling encounters during emergence and while developing roots.
Emergence, early growth, yield, and profit all hinge on proper seed placement – seeds are pressed
(embedded) into the moist furrow bottom at a consistent depth, and the furrow sidewalls are
shattered to cover seeds uniformly with loose factured soil. With the seed securely firmed into the
surrounding soil, it draws moisture easily for germination and establishment. Mulch cover prevents
drying out of the seed zone prematurely.

Eddie Hallam, Beulah VIC

“I’ve been using just one of
these 20-point closing wheels
for 2 years now and I can see the
difference it has made to the crop
emergence in this row, especially
when I had heavy wet stubble. I
have now ordered 2 full sets and
regret not doing it sooner.”
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Disc Hub Bearings
Whilst you can buy something similar from most bearing shops, 90% of the time it will be a
double row ball bearing. The bearing required is a double taper roller bearing. The double
row angular ball bearing will not handle the loads that the disc hub is subject to and will fail.
We have the correct bearing and seals in stock.
The OEM disc hub bearings are not available to purchase through JD, the complete disc hub
must be purchased.

AA306037

Double Taper Roller
NTN Bearing

Aricks Australia

Double Row Angular
Ball Bearing

AA13294

AA241
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Press Wheel Bearing
Another area of concern is the premature
wearing of the press wheel bearing. This again
is sometimes due to the incorrect bearing being
fitted. Most bearing suppliers will supply you
with a similar bearing that is not designed to put
up with the directional force of the wheels. The
internal bearing race is usually incorrect and has
only 1 external seal. The correct bearing should
have a gothic arch race and triple lipped seals,
see examples adjacent

Normal bearing

Gothic Arch Race
bearing

Note the different shoulder profiles
AA357

Aricks Press
Wheelbearing

Incorrect bearing with
single internal seal

Gothic arch race bearing
with triple lip seal

Exapta Solutions, USA
Exapta Solutions was created by farmers and agronomists to fulfil a need for better seeding
technology and methods. Our products and educational efforts are brought to you by the people
who live in your industry every day.
Exapta relies on the necessity-driven innovation of many farmers and researchers to find solutions
for high-performance planting and production. To this day, Exapta’s forte is understanding how
plants grow, and how the no-till seed-installation process can be more effectively accomplished.
We strive not to sell you some device, but to provide useful information to help you get the most
from your seeding equipment – more acres, better emergence, higher yield, and greater profit.
Once armed with knowledge, we hope you’ll see the value and wisdom of our products.
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Duralok™ Seed Lock Wheel for
JD 50/60/90/Pro-series drills
Duralok Press Wheels
• Sleek, narrow hub that’s proven to shed
mud, stalks & straw better than the JD OEM
Press Wheels2.
• One-piece
poly-urethane
composition,
which means no more tyre separation3
• Narrower to fit the furrow better
• Easy replace bearing, uses same as OEM
• Field proven, highly wear-resistant material
• Superior firming, Easier furrow closing

3

1

1

2

Narrower to stay down in the furrow better and provide more consistent seed-to-soil contact.
Narrower also makes the furrow easier to close. Flexible to self-align during slight turns or when
drill is drafting downhill. Tremendous wear life.
The sleek shape of the DuraLok™ allows it to stay clean when OEM and competitor (aftermarket)
firming wheels are clogging with mud, pulling seeds out, and dragging against the gauge wheel.
Now with UV-resistance to hold a bright yellow colour for many years.

Leaf Springs for Seed Boot on
JD 50/60/90 Drills
These boot springs (pictured right) did a season
on the same machine. As you can see from the
comparison picture, they are all different heights?
Why is this?
The reason for this is the varying quality of the
product. A good quality spring will retain the same
amount of tension over time.
Exapta’s Leaf Springs maintain strength and
shape whilst applying 20% more force to the
boot. Manufactured to Exapta’s high quality
spec’s, using a special ultra-durable paint
process preventing rust. Suitable for JD 50, 60
and 90 series No Till drills. (note 60 series boots
require some spring trimming)

Exapta Leaf
Spring

How do you check your boot springs?
Pull your boot away from the disc and ensure it snaps back firmly against the disc. Worn
springs tend to leave boots floating away from the discs surface.

Aricks Australia
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Ninja Seed-Bounce Flap for JD 50 & 90 Drill Boots
The flap on the seed boot is what keeps seeds from
bouncing out of the furrow, and this is even more critical on
air drills, since the air stream is also trying to escape and
may carry seeds along with it. However, JD & aftermarket
flap suppliers use a straight flap, made from materials that
are too stiff - often breaking or warping up. The issue with
straight flaps is that it leaves a triangular gap (see photo)
for seeds to escape, and this gap gets larger when the
straight flaps bend upward during use, due to riding on
the sidewall.
The Exapta Ninja flap has a 20-degree forward bend
to help close this gap, thus keeping more seeds in the
furrow. The forward bend helps deflect seeds downward
into the furrow bottom before dust and chunks of sidewall
fall in ahead of the seed. The flexible material and tapered
end prevent the Ninja flap from riding on the sidewall. The
result is better seed placement. Ninjas also shed mud
better than OEM and competitors and proven to outlast
any other flap/tab by at least 5x.

Exapta Ninja Flap

1

Gap with OEM Flap

2

Photo 1 shows the gap below the seed flap which allows
contamination resulting in a plugged boot. There should be
little to no gap at all as seen in photo 2.
Photo 2 right shows the competitors seed flap touching
the press wheel, Photo 3 shows the usually peaked tyre
has been flattened by the flap

Groove caused
but contact with
the press wheel
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A competitor’s seed flap
has been reported as
being too rigid and can
drag the seed. When
sowing shallow, the
press wheel can actually
ride on the back of
these seed tabs as they
are also quite long. This
will wear out the press
wheel rubber.

3
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Opener Downforce
Get your JD 50/60/90/Pro-series drill to work the way it should.
The biggest downfall of the JD 50/60/90/Pro-series drills is how down-force is applied—the
rockshaft twists to compress a big coil spring on each opener. Because the spring is nearly
parallel to the arm, the opener has almost no down-stroke -i.e., the spring is in the optimum
position (applying the correct amount of down-force) for only about 1/4” of its range. Had the
spring been oriented differently (e.g., pushing straight down), the problem wouldn’t be nearly
so bad.

The big coil spring on JD
50 / 60 / 90 / Pro-series
drill openers is a major
downfall of that design. If
the spring relaxes when
the opener goes into the
slightest depression, it
loses
down-pressure
and fails to cut the straw
& stalks (hairpinning!)
and the furrow may be
shallower if soil is hard.

So, you must have fields that are laser level for these openers to work correctly. Even 1/2” depressions
give them fits. The spring starts to relax as the opener goes into these miniscule depressions, and
you lose down-force - the opener loses depth and starts hairpinning. To compensate, everyone
cranks the pressure way up - so that the majority of openers have far too much pressure, just to
keep those passing through mild depressions working halfway decent. You end up with excessive
sidewall compaction on most of the rows, while some aren’t even holding depth. Not to mention it
takes a bunch of extra ballast on the frame.
For this reason, it’s much more important to get rid of down pressure springs on these drills than it
is on planters with a parallel link.

Aricks Australia
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UniForce™ Hydraulic Down-Pressure System
Exapta’s UniForce hydraulic system fixes Deere’s design debacle. Now, you can get uniform
pressure on every single opener throughout its full stroke. The result is much better cutting, less
hairpinning, holding depth much more accurately, and far less sidewall compaction. Another
problem with springs is that they bounce: Hydraulics don’t have this problem. When developing
the UniForce, Exapta often left at least one opener with the OEM spring. Watching them run side by
side, it’s amazing how much the row(s) with OEM springs bounce, whereas the rows with UniForce
are smooth and steady.

Uniform Pressure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce/eliminate hairpinning
Get consistent depth!
Better use of frame weight (& less
frame stress)
Less sidewall compaction
Avoid misplaced seeds from
sidewall blowout (gauge wheels
riding up)
Greater upstroke/downstroke on
openers than OEM
Perfectly uniform pressure on all
openers

UniForce uses single-action cylinders along with the OEM rockshaft, which is still used to raise
and lower the openers. The two hydraulic circuits may be plumbed together so that everything
runs on a single tractor remote*, or they may be kept completely separate (two tractor remotes
are used). *Exapta prefer them to be kept separate.
Large 3/4″ header hoses* allow oil to move quickly from one end of the drill to the other,
and between the front and back ranks. This keeps pressure almost perfectly constant even
while going over steep terraces or through swales at high speed. Special brackets support
the header hose on most air drill sections. Large 1/2″ drop hoses let oil move in and out of
cylinders very rapidly. But don’t be fooled by the size of the hoses: The flow requirements are
relatively low - for 48 rows, the UniForce takes only 4 - 8 GPM (for comparison, the air cart fan
needs 25 - 30 GPM). (*Box drills use 1/2″ header hoses.)
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Single-Action Cylinders
Maintain a completely uniform pressure across all the openers of the drill.

Options
•
•
•

In-cab adjustment kit
Wheel track kit
Optional accumulator (for terraces)

“I’m very satisfied with UniForce. I’m able to go 1mph faster. It also eliminated skips and
hairpinning. Before I had UniForce, I wouldn’t let anyone else run the drill, but now I’ll let
anyone run it because I’m not so worried about going over terraces and through channels
and leaving skips”.

Brian Mils, Marshall, MO
Exapta Customer since 2018
UniForce on 43-ft JD single-rank 1990 CCS

Aricks Australia
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Mudsmith Gauge Wheels
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dramatically reduces mud buildup of gauge
wheels
All spare parts stocked
Heavy duty construction throughout
Solves gauge wheel bearing housing wear
Complete solid cast bearing housing
Uses standard John Deere bearings and the
rubber tyres
Greatly enhances visibility and access to
inside of wheel
Available in 3 spoked, 3” tyre model, shown
right & below
Modular design means all parts are easily
replaceable onsite

Used in conjunction with the Aricks Wheel as
pictured below
AA5203

Gauge and Closing Wheel Bearing

The rubber lip should be kept against the disc for optimum performance, this will stop the soil
lifting with the disc rotation and disturbing the seed slot wall.
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Closed Rim Wheel

Mudsmith Wheel

Causes friction between rubber and planting
disc causing faster rubber wear
2 piece bearing casing causes friction and
wheel wobble
No Bearing Support
Changing bearings is a long tedious process
Standard rubber thickness

Allows for separation between rubber and
planting disc prolonging rubber life
Single piece cast iron casing keeps wheel
stable. Supporting Bearing
Saves time with 3 bolt system
Thicker rubber lasts 20% longer

On our travels, we have seen a lot of gear that has not quite lasted as it should, we thought we’d
share a recent sighting of the new JD Spoked gauge wheel. As you can see the photo on the
left contains a JD spoked wheel at the foreground and a mudsmith gauge wheel at the rear. The
Mudsmith wheel is a quality product built to withstand the harsh Australian conditions.

Aricks Australia
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Maintenance
Aricks Australia cover quite a bit of ground performing JD Disc seeder maintenance. We can
overhaul your machine within a matter of days, using custom made tools and a lot of knowledge
and previous experience. Check out our youtube videos showcasing how quickly we can remove
and replace your pivot bushes.
We remove, replace and/or repair components on JD disc seeders,
including but not limited to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

closing/press/main pin – pivot bushings/wheels/bearings
gauge wheel axles/tyres/rims/depth adjustment arms
seed boots/springs/seed tabs/seed tubes
discs/disc hub bearings/seals
aricks wheels/duralok press wheels
coverplates/t handles
transport wheel stub axles/bearing kits/anchor mounts

“I am a firm believer in utilising the best
support available to assist our operation.
Recently Colin and Andrew from BPR
Engineering serviced my disc seeder. Their
attention to detail and quality of work was
first class. The tools, parts and knowledge
they utilised combined with their proficiency
made the choice of outsourcing them one
that I am very pleased with. I will definitely
be using them again..”

Scotts Angus, Henty NSW

“We were lucky enough to have our disc machine looked over and repaired by Colin
and Andrew from BPR Engineering / Aricks Australia. These guys arrived one day and
finished the next. They achieved more in a couple of short days, than what we would have
achieved in a couple of weeks. They carry everything with them, all parts, tools, and most
importantly knowledge of how to repair and replace almost anything on the disc machine.
We have also used the Aricks Wheels for many years, and have enjoyed the backup service,
along with the updates to improve their performance. We were very happy with everything
both Colin and Andrew achieved and repaired on our machine and would recommend their
company to any disc owner.”

Christopher Drum
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Scenario Aricks Wheels VS no Aricks Wheels
Sowing 400 Hectares Canola
Aricks Wheel

No Aricks Wheel

Canola
@ 2.5kg/hec

1,000kg

$10.00

$10,000.00

Canola
@ 5kg/hec

2,000kg

$10.00

$20,000.00

DAP/MAP
@ 75kg/hec

30 tonne

$700.00

$21,000.00

DAP/MAP
@ 75kg/hec

30 tonne

$700.00

$21,000.00

$31,000.00
Sowing at this rate to achieve 30-40 plants per square
metre.
Cost Benefit
by using
Aricks
Wheels

24.4%

Cost Benefit
Per HA

$41,000.00
Canola would need to increase to 5kg/hec to allow for
seeds that do not germinate due to being placed in the
straw not the soil

$10,000.00

$25.00

Sowing 400 Hectares Wheat
Aricks Wheel

No Aricks Wheel

Wheat
@ 65kg/hec

26 tonne

$650.00

$16,900.00

Wheat @
100kg/hec

40 tonne

$650.00

$26,000.00

DAP/MAP
@ 75kg/hec

30 tonne

$700.00

$21,000.00

DAP/MAP
@ 75kg/hec

30 tonne

$700.00

$21,000.00

$37,900.00
Sowing at this rate to achieve 180-200 plants per
square metre
Cost Beneft
by using
Aricks
Wheels
Cost Benefit
Per HA

19.4%

$47,000.00
Wheat rate would need to increase to 100kg/hec to
allow for seeds that do not germinate due to being
placed in the straw not the soil

$9,100.00

$22.75

In our trial plots we have noticed that plant counts are up 50% - 80% where the Aricks Wheels
have been used against where they have not. With this being the case we may be able to decrease
our sowing rates even lower, which will decrease our sowing costs.

(All final yields would greatly depend on sowing accuracy, soil conditions and weather)
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North American Distributor
Exapta Solutions Inc
☎ 785-820-8000
Email: sales@exapta.com

Australian Distributor
Aricks Australia
☎ 02 6033 0744
Email:
info@bprengineering.com.
au

(PRESS)
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS OF NON-GREASABLE BUSHINGS FOR FIRMING AND CLOSING PIVOTS
Preparation: ensure all internal surfaces are cleaned and free from residual material

If using the installation tool (available separately), place one bushing onto the shaft until it is resting
on the first shoulder as indicated below
First shoulder

Pivot bushing

Second shoulder

Bushing Installation tool

Bushing in position

Bushing Installation
Insert the tool into one side of the pivot and drive the first bushing halfway into the pivot. Repeat the
same process on the other side of the pivot and drive this second bushing all the way into place. The
second shoulder of the tool will be hard against the opener arm when in the correct position. Return
to the first side and drive the first bushing into place as well.
Seal Installation
Mount one seal onto the shaft of the bushing installation tool as per pictured below.

Seal Outer face
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Drive seal home till flush with the outer cast surface.
Seal in the fully inserted position.

Sleeve Installation
The sleeve has a flat and a chamfered end as shown in the below pictures. (This only applies to the
firming wheel sleeve)

Chamfered end

Flat end

The chamfered end is inserted first into the cover plate side of the pivot as shown in the below picture.
Cover plate side

Chamfered end inserted first

Australian Distributor
Aricks Australia ☎ 02 6033 0744 Email: info@bprengineering.com.au
North American Distributor
Exapta Solutions Inc ☎ 785-820-8000 Email: sales@exapta.com
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Parts Range

We are slowly increasing our aftermarket product range to help make your machine
as reliable as we can. We don’t intend to stop there either. If you have an issue with
the longevity of a JD product on your 1590, 1890 or 1895, let us know and we will
see if we can help.
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